
~ i In a Nutshell 

~ Earthquakes are natural pht'nom1..'n,1 ,1nd lh.dlr sudd,:nly. 'l hey c,rnse many changes to th 
1
, . e 

Eart 1s surtace. 

0 Floods are caused lw n,1tur.d .111d m.Hl m.11.k t"l\lSnns . ·1 hey impact the socio-econon1· 1. , IC lVes 
of people. 

~ Fires are disasters that (an lh .. \ :ur ht'C:rnsc of hot h natur~,1 and man-made causes. 

Workout 

.. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers. 

1. Th~ ors caused by earthquakes are called 

/ seisn1ic waves b. volcanic activity c. fault lines d. crests 

2. Japan, Chile and Italy belong to earthquake zone. 

a. zone two b. zone one/ ~ e three d . zone four 

3. n 2 to 6 hours and sometimes within seconds. 

a. Droughts c. Earthquakes d . Fires 

4. Electrical hazards cause ·"" 
a. floods b. fires c. earthquakes d . tsunami 

5. Earthquakes occur along the of the Earth's crust. 

a. oceanic plates b c. seisn1ic lines d. earthquake lines 

~- Answer these qu_estions in brief. ~ ~ --1i 
~ Name the maJor earthquake zones of the Earth. \ \ 

If.. What are seismic waves? r \i?~ ---i t ,..,,, 
t . Name two types of mitigation s,P;ategies for earthquakes. -~\- \ 

· 4:' Describe the types of floods . ~ ~(l O \ 

~ What is an industrial fire? 

:::. Answer these questions in detail. 9 , 1 ~ , 7 9 
1. What are the effects of an earthquake? .....- V ['\ r-;, 
2. Write five safety measures one should take dunng an earthquake. ___.,,,,, \I°' ,... 7 ~ / ~ U 

3. What are the major causes offload? - (? ~ ~ 0 l ) 

: : ::::i~r;~~:a::;0;:::~:::;~;e:~ou~ ~ ri~ r ds. ~°o-t \ 

Q /i ... ~ 



Keep a11 ucl,~_,.., ...... 1 - - -

1nedicines and valuables on a high 

shelf or a cupboard. 

Plants reduce the flow of water. 

Therefore, plant a lot of trees in 

your compound and locality to 

control the flow and speed of water. 

Fire 

the weather reporL 

Put chlorine tablets to 

purify the drinking wa1 

waterborne diseases an 

common during floods 

Fire is a combination of heat and light. It is a major cause of 

destruction. Let us read about some fires that cause damage 

life and property. 

Causes of fire 

~ dustrial fires and explosions cause loss oflife and damage 

occur because of the following reasons. 

■ ._.Combustible dust is a majQr c~~ in food 

L? 
. processing industries, chemical industries an!! 

manufacturing· industries. -
- -... 

■ Fire is also caused by the..spaxks.ge.i:iei:ated fwm 

~ea'T machi4m7. 

■ Flammable substances used in the chemical 
... .. 

■ ~!~~::::: :::::: t~e industries caqse hre.~ 

Fire in r;sidential areas can occur in urban or a rura-ifocaliti 

■ Overpopulation and massive migration has led to 

an abrupt increase in the urban population. Fire 

spreads rapidly in high population density regions. 

• Many houses are not constructed according to 

building codes. Poor electrical wiring and faulty 

electrical appliances are major causes of fire. 

Kitchen fires are often caused by cooking methods 

1 - .c ___ _ ; - - L ~; 1; .... "' ,-1 . . 
......... c- 1mmPr1nc, 



humans, a111111a1s anct even plants. Floods can make people homeless 

Preparedness and ·p ~ ~ . 
reventive measures for flood~ 

Before [) . 
Urtng 

ieck the flood zones of India. As soon as flood . . . . warning 1s 
After 

Try to contact the disaster ,d out the zone 1n which your ignaled, we should try to 
\ .A management team. 

!a is located. move to a safer area. \ (__,---., \ 

id the nearest relief centre. Find Turn off all the electrical 
t the safest and easiest route to appliances, gas stoves and 
ief camps. heating appliances before t .. 

evacuating) (_;-\ 
'.morize all emergency numbers 
:l important phone numbers. 
llow weather reports on 
~vision or radio. 

ep an emergency kit ready. 
ts kit should include first aid 
(, dry food, flashlight and 
terproof clothes. 

ke sure you store medicines 
.twill help combat common 
iesses like colds, fever and 
rrohea along whh other d .. 

tcines, which you or other 
lily members need to take. 

Leave the flooded area as soon 
as possible. Carry a walking 
stick as the water will have a 
high undercurrent. 

( Stay away from powe~ li~es or 
Men power transm1ss1on 
cables to avoid accidents~ ~ ; c_~ 

{ Try to keep away fro~ flood 
~er as it may contain other 
hazardous materi, t_;-V\ 

Do not rush back to your 
houses without a rescue team 
member's help. 

Enter your house only when 
water has receded. Turn off 
all electrical appliances till 
then. 

Thoroughly clean all 
the items in your house 
before you use them again. 
Discard items that may have 
decomposed in water. 

Wear masks and gloves 
before cleaning the house 
and surroundings. 



-
u _: -=:= ._:--_ m case you 

.::--=- - - ·~ - ,:;:., ro evacuate .. ---..-- - .. ,,.-""-_ . 
~ :.~ places can 

:":'. ~r~h wooden 
..:.. .... .,.~ tt~ "i'l re 
-- ~~ .,j}, .ag,. ....t.~ ' .. 

(~booJe a safe place, 

~tay away from glass 

windows and glass 

furniture 

Floods 

( _!~ ou~ ors: . (_ J-.., 
~ "'~tay away from power lines, lamp posts and 

--------- ... - - ------ - - ...._,.,. .. 
telepfion~unes .. 

• __ fi~d a clear sro! away fr(!m buildings. 

• ayoid bridges and flyovers that might be 

damag~ during the earthquake. 
.... --..--.----

If in a car: "\ 

: slow <low.land find a safe ylace. ) 
-

• stay in the car until the tremors stop. 

Watch out for 
power lines, 

broken gas pipes 

and cracks on the 
roads. 

To eliminate fire 
hazard, check the 

gas cylinder. 

--



ffl 

I 
Before 

Preparedness and preventive measures for earthquakes 

During 

! I Study the seismic map Stay calm. 
\and find out which 

seismic zone your area is 
located in. 

Make an evacuation 
plan as suggested by the 

1 disaster managernent 
I 

\team of your locality. 

If indoors: , 
• Stand against a wall near the centre of the 

~uIT3wg :j c ~ 
• Stand in d'.ie doorway. 

• Stay away fron1 \f\rindows. 

After 

Check for injuries. 

Do not enter any 
partia\\y da1nagrd 
areas. 

Expect aftershoc\... 

• Stay away f ron1 glass furniture and wall hangin . 

• Crawl underneath wooden furniture\ 



Some impacts of an earthquake are given below. 

~ Landslides 

✓ Large-sca]e destruction as buildings collapse 

/ Serious fires 

~ Roads and railways cave in 

/ Tsunamis if the earthquake originates below the sea or on 

the sea floor, causing I J' r l.\. l ll l 11 t l li dan1age to Ji tc and 

infrastructure) 
I 

Pee 



- - --'-"- ...... '-''--L au t::p1l-~rnre. An earthquake Tize United Nations workers providing rel~ 
causes the most destruction at the epicentre. 
The magnitude of an earthquake is greater if its seismic focus is near the Earth's surface. The 

_ ___ i---- magnitude of an earthquake is measured with a Richter scale. 

\ ii£ ·est number of earthquakes occur in the following zones of the Earth: 
\ ... ,; _ _)ne: It extends aro~nd the Pacific Ocean, which includes the western coasts of the 

- ~ ---s-_Kmer1cas, Central America and the West Indies. 
~ "y A Zone Two: It is located in the Indonesian archipelago and the Himalayan region. It stretches \ 

further to the Hindu Kush Range, some regions of the Caucasus and the Atlas Mountains. 
/ Zone Three: It comprises Japan, Chile, Italy, the Philippines and Californi~ 

Impact of earthquakes \ . 
(iarthqua½-es cause changes to ~ Earth's surface. People can neither predict an earthquake nor 
~vent itflowever, seismologists can map earthquake-prone regions of the world. In these region~ 

speciahitltigation methods are adopted to reduce the impact of an earthquake. 



lithospheric plates occurs a1uu5 uw~ - . . 

main cause of earthquakes is the sudden slipping 

of the lithospheric plates along the faults. 

( Earthquakes can also occur because of volcanic 

'-eruptions. The shaking caused by earthquakes 

y is called seismic waves. Seismol~gists ~tudy 

b seismic waves and measure the intensity of the 

earthquakes\ The point at which an earthquake 

originates i~ alled the seismic focus. The point 

on the Earth's surface directly above the seismic 

focus is called an epicentre. An earthquake Ihe United Nations workers providing relief 

causes the most destruction at the epicentre. 

The magnitude of an earthquake is greater if its seismic focus is near the Earth's surface. The 

magnitude of an earthquake is measured with a Richter scale. 

The largest number of earthquakes occur in the following zones of the Earth: 

( ,,,,-Zone One: It extends around the Pacific Ocean, which includes the western coasts of the 

'I'\~ Americas, Central America and the West Indies. 

y 
7 -"" Zone Two: It is located in the Indonesian archipelago and the Himalayan region. It stretches 

further to the Hindu Kush Range, some regions of the Caucasus and the Atlas Mountains. 

/ Zone Three: It comprises Japan, Chile, Italy, the Philippines and Californj 

Impact of earthquakes 

/Earthquakes cause changes to~ Earth's surface. People can nei h . . 

I ½,revent it.)However, seismologists can map earthquake- Tone t . er predict an earthquake nor. n> 

specialinitigation methods are adopted t d h . P regmns of the world. In these regio 

o re uce t e impact of an earthquake. 
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causing destruction(Flooas ca11 aJ ..,.., - _ 

cloudbursts. Such floods are called flash floods . Flash 

floods occur within 2 to 6 hours and sometimes 

"' ~ within a few seconds. Slow floods occur slowly and 

\) can last for days and weeks. They usually spread over 

many kilometres.\ 

Floods disrupt the normal lives 0rp 

/ 

'JJ eopk 

Let us learn about the causes of floods and how they impact human life and environment. 

Causes of floods 

• 

Some of the causes of floods are: 

~ eavy rains are the most common causes of floods. Floods are 
;f:..Figure Out 1 

Name three flood-prone 

common during the monsoon. Heayy rainfall fills lakes and 'regions of India. 

rivers beyond their holding capacity. \ls a result, they breach 
- ==1 

(/~ their banks, and water inundates ti:adjoining areas. For example, Mumbai and Chennai 

often face the threat of floods during monsoon. 
L ~ 

~ The coastal regions experience frequent and powerful cYflones.fhe sea water carried by 

powerful winds enters coastal regions and floods theiy' 

• f Dams are built on rivers to harness river water for generating hydroelectricity and f~r 

~ igation. Sometimes, when the volume of water in the dam increases beyond capacity, the 

dam can break and submerge s~rrdundin~ areas)!hus, excess water is released from the dam 

to prevent it from breaking, which results m flo6<J.mg of the catchment area. 

incessant: continuous; inundate: submerge 


